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Kirana Haag brings to life
on canvas what the eyes
of the artist sees.
Her world is light and shadow and she uses
her gifts to bring a spark to spaces and a
connection to corporate teams.

Every canvas tells a story - it can express and
celebrate the journey of your brand and business
and how your people feel about belonging to it.

For Kirana, art is a tool to tap
into the energy that surrounds us
and bring people together.
Her profile as an international transformational artist has a
focus on belonging. In the corporate space, that focus helps
team members collaborate cohesively with the spark that
creative inspiration delivers.

Your business has a beating heart.
It’s your people.

Kirana Haag has been exhibited around the world in several
solo and group shows. She has also been a finalist in multiple
art awards.

Companies need to nurture their people and help them to
connect with their own values and those of the organisation
and people around them. Through art, I transform the way people
engage with one another - sustaining their personal wellbeing
and creating a positive culture of openness and connection.

The Art of Belonging is Kirana’s signature corporate program
- a unique process that helps create greater empathy,
compassion and respect, with participants able to build
stronger, deeper relationships that make a difference.

If you are an organisation which values your people and
understands the affirmative impact a consolidated approach
to whole workforce wellness can bring, this program is for you
and your organisation.

The Art Of Belonging program is a process by which I work with
your people to determine their own individual colour palette in
connection with the company’s core values and vision and mission.
Each individual harnesses their personality and colours to create
their own artwork on a small canvas - expressing the essence of
each valued and valuable worker. After each person is represented,
I develop all the original artworks into one statement artwork
for your organisation. Once this piece is complete, I return to
meet again with your team to hang the artwork. This is when we
celebrate - bringing together separate but connected people who
all belong to something bigger.
The Art Of Belonging is an experiential art process with a number
of benefits including enhancing the sense of connection and
belonging to the workplace and the colleagues as a team, boosting
creativity, morale, and wellbeing, unifies teams which may be
feeling disharmonious or simply a little disconnected, long-range
stress reduction, bolstered self-awareness and expression, and an
overall feeling of increased self-worth.
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Art is an expression
of an internal state

